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Ace Health Solutions
Jit Chawla
(919) 228-8744
info@acehealthsolutions
.com

ASH offers implementation, support and services based on OpenEMR’s
electronic health system. It is staffed with health IT, healthcare delivery and
clinical experts that specialize in customized solutions for medical practices
and small hospitals. With over 100 + clients spanning several states and
certain international projects, over the past several years, ASH has become
a leader in healthcare consulting and IT product delivery.

Care Management
Solutions
Stephen Waite
800-371-8685
stephen.waite@cmsvt.co
m

CMS was incorporated in 1995 and is a successful medical billing and
electronic medical records company with extensive experience using and
deploying OpenEMR. CMS hosted the OpenEMR in the cloud since 2012
to help paper-based offices migrate their workflow to an effective electronic
solution while maximizing productivity. CMS helped providers achieve
meaningful use with OpenEMR, satisfy PQRS reporting, and connect to the
Vermont Health Info Exchange.

EnSoftek, Inc.
Ramesh Nagul
503.643.1226
ramesh@ensoftek.com

EnSoftek successfully implemented OpenEMR for the Peace Corps.
Ensoftek provides Open source and commercial Electronic Medical
Records Solutions to Hospitals, University Practices, Large Physician
Groups, Medical Billing Companies, Labs, Medical Imaging Services, and
Individual & Group Practices. EnSoftek provides the following OpenEMR
services: Consulting, Custom programming, Implementation, Hosting,
Training and Support.

HITECH Compliance
Alfonso Perez
1-787-368-2321
aperez@hitechcomplian
ce.net

HITECH Compliance is a Information Technology consulting firm offering
services ranging from Managed HIT support, full site implementation,
HIPAA compliance to streamlining practice workflow. HITECH
Compliance also provides OpenEMR support, implementation and training.

Open Med Practice
Sherwin Gaddis
757-328-2736
sherwin@openmedpracti
ce.com

Open Med Practice provides customization services for OpenEMR based
solutions to meet client workflows, billing, patient data, and measurement
requirements. Open Med Practice maintains OpenEMR systems, data
center, server, technical support, system updates, compatibility, regression
testing, installation and configuration for multiple primary and specialty
care clients.

Padgett Systems and
Consulting
Jerry Padgett
sjpadgett@gmail.com

Padgett Systems and Consulting has provided software and customization
solutions for OpenEMR since 2012. Padgett Systems and Consulting
designed many innovative features and solutions for OpenEMR, which
include a fully featured patient portal, CCDA reporting, and interoperability
improvements.

Starlight Media
Robert Down
robertdown@live.com

Starlight Media is the consulting firm of Robert Down, a core developer
and one of OpenEMR’s Project Administrators. Starlight Media is currently
leading an effort to improve the user interface and user experience of
OpenEMR. Starlight Media can provide team management, medical and
technical consultation, as well as long-term horizon planning for the various
developmental needs of OpenEMR based projects.

SunCoast RHIO
Lou Galterio
1-855-MIPSEHR
info@suncoastrhio.org

SunCoast RHIO is a vendor of technology interoperability solutions. It is
focused on government approved and certified software and employs
clinicians who work with medical providers. SunCoast transmits quality
measures in the form of PQRS, now MIPS, and for Hospital eCQM’s. It
utilizes DIRECT for encrypted communications and CONNECT for audit
response.

Sunset Systems
Rod Roark
(707)410-9380
help@sunsetsystems.co
m

Sunset Systems has been a prolific contributor to the OpenEMR project
since 2005. Its owner, Rod Roark, has been one of the two administrators of
the project since then. Rod is an experienced senior software developer and
visionary, having created several successful commercial software products
in a variety of industries and now focuses the open source platform,
OpenEMR.

Trinity Technology
Healthcare Consulting
Services
Joyce Boyd
571-354-6938
trinitytechhealthcare@g
mail.com

Trinity TechHealth offers healthcare technology consulting services based
on 18 years of program management, business development, requirements
management, computer system development production and system test and
integration for avionics, submarine, and space applications; and 11 years in
healthcare services. Trinity TechHealth demonstrated OpenEMR’s ease of
use, customization, data control, and adherence to unique clinical
requirements at George Mason University’s training lab and Mason and
Partner’s community clinic.

ViSolve, Inc.
Sena Palanisami
(408) 850-2243
services@visolve.com

ViSolve has extensively contributed to OpenEMR. ViSolve provides
customized OpenEMR solutions tailor-made to best fit a practice workflow
or specialty allowing providers to focus on high-quality, safe patient care.
ViSolve provides 7X24 support for customized, modularized cloud based
solutions. ViSolve’s Interoperability Solution helps to exchange healthcare
information seamlessly between disparate systems including hospitals with
their latest technology expertise including FHIR to other interoperability

solutions. ViSolve’s modularized billing software helps to streamline
billing process, reduce claim rejections, and enables timely payments.
ZH Healthcare, Inc.
Shameem Hameed
855.936.3367
support@zhservices.co

ZH Healthcare provides innovative Electronic Medical Records, Patient
engagement, Tele-medicine and fully integrated Revenue Cycle
Management solutions to healthcare providers. With a team of over 100
information technology professionals ZH Healthcare has made significant
contributions to OpenEMR for Meaningful Use certification, revenue cycle
management features, patient portal, eRx integration, and lab integration.

